
GRADE 9 ENGLISH WORK PACK: 11-21 August 

 

Dear Grade 9s 

 

We are all devastated by the news of Ms Siga’s passing.  Our thoughts are with 

you all. 

 

Your work for this week and next week follows.   

 

Because we made the last two weeks a holiday the work for this week is the 

work that was originally for the week of the 27-31 July (with a few changes). 

 

DATE WORK 

Monday 10/8 PUBLIC HOLIDAY: Happy Women’s Day for yesterday! 
Tuesday 11/8 Poetry: Snake 1 (Mudie) 

Wednesday 12/8 Poetry: Snake 2 (Jones) 
Thursday 13/8 Mark: both “Snake” poems 

Friday 14/8 Oral: Practice your poetry recitation  
 

Monday 17/8 Mark: Parts of speech revision 

Tuesday 18/8 Learn for the language test (see below) 
Wednesday 19/8 Learn for the language test 

Thursday 20/8 Learn for the language test 
Friday 21/8 Learn for the language test 

 

Language Test: 

- When you return to school you will be writing a Language Test on the 

work you have done in Term 2.   

- There will not be a comprehension. 

- What to learn: 

o Parts of Speech 

o Common errors 

o Advertising 

o Tense 

o Active & passive 

o Participles 

o Case 

- The date still needs to be set, but you have time allocated to learn for it 

next week. 
 



 

Poetry Lesson – “The Snake” by Ian Mudie 

Activity 1: Write a short paragraph about your feelings towards snakes.  

Activity 2: Write a short paragraph, from a snake’s perspective, regarding its  

         feelings towards humans.   

 

Read the poem below and answer the questions that follow.  

“The Snake” by Ian Mudie  

Suddenly the grass before my feet      1 
 shakes and becomes alive.  
The snake  
twists, almost leaps,  
graceful even in terror,       5 
smoothness looping back over smoothness  
slithers away, disappears.  
– And the grass is again still.  
And surely, by whatever means of communication   
 is available to snakes,      10 
the word is passed:  
Hey, I just met a man, a monster, too;  
Must have been, oh, seven feet tall.  
So keep away from the long grass,  
it’s dangerous there.      15 

 
 
Activity 3: Answer the questions based on the poem 
 

1. What figure of speech is used in lines 1-2? Give a reason for you answer. (2) 

Personification – The Grass is described as having human qualities  

2. Write down two words that describe the movement of the snake.   (2) 

Twists/leaps/slither 

3. Comment on the layout of the poem and discuss its effectiveness.   (2) 

The layout of the poem is inconsistent and imitates the movement of a 

snake   

4. Why are the last two lines in the poem unexpected?     (2) 

Naturally we expect humans to be afraid of snakes, however here, snake 

perceive humans as the enemy feel threatened by humans  

5. Look up the word ‘sibilance’ and explain how it is used in this poem.  (2) 

Sibilance is the repetition of the „s‟ sound  

In the poem there is evidence of sibilance which is effective in 

conveying the „hissing‟ sound of snakes 

6. Give the poem an alternative/different title.      (1) 



Be creative!  

 
 

Snake 2 - Chiara Jones  

Can you spot the snake in the image above? 

In a dream of heat  

On a summer day  

A sun-soaked snake  

Sleeps limpid in the loquat leaves.   

Its sun dappled skin   5 

Delicately painted  

In saffron stripes  

And glints of olive green.  

 

The air is still –         

A silent slumbering   10 

African afternoon  

 

Overhead a hawk hovers,  

Its haunting shadow darkens,  

Dives         

The snake uncoils.    15 

Above, a flurry of shivering leaves  

And the frenzied flutter of wings  

Shatter the lethargic silence.  

 

Like a lightning flash      

The snake slides, disappears  20 

Into the deep, dark earth  

And in a whiplash is  

Gone.  



 

What is happening in the poem? 

- A snake is sleeping on a hot day, its skin is the color of saffron and olive 

(lines 7-8) 

- Overhead a hawk observes the snake, it dives towards the reptile (lines 

12 – 14) 

- Quickly the snake starts moving as the hawk approaches, breaking the 

silence (lines 15 – 18) 

- The snake disappears quickly leaving behind the shattered silence, 

within an instant the snake is gone (lines 19 – 23) 

What similarities can you see between this poem and Snake 1 (Ian Mudie)? 

- Both poems are set in Africa 

- Both a set in rural/pastoral/wild spaces 

- Both involve animals  

- Both involve a hunt for prey – one successful, one not  

- Both show a quiet stillness that is broken by movement/action  

What do you call the repetition of the s-sound? What is its effect?   (2) 

Sibilance , recreates the sound of a hissing snake.  

Provide an example of alliteration from the poem     (1) 

Alliteration is the occurrence of the same letter or sound at the beginning of 

adjacent or closely connected words 

Examples – limpid in the loquat leaves, dappled skin delicately, saffron 

stripes, silent slumbering, frenzied flutter  

1 mark for any example 

What is personification? Provide an example from the poem.    (2) 

Personification is a trope or figure of speech (generally considered a type 

of metaphor) in which an inanimate object or abstraction is given human 

qualities or abilities.  

Examples – a silent slumbering – line 10  and the lethargic silence – line 18  

1 mark for any example 

What figure of speech is ‘like a lightning flash the snake slides’? Why? (2) 

Simile , it uses like and is a comparison  

 

 

 

Parts of Speech Revision: ANSWERS 

NOUNS (words that name): 

EXERCISE 1: Identify the nouns in each sentence and say what type they are  



1. Every time (abstract) I do my homework (common noun) the teacher 

(common noun) forgets to check my work (common noun)  

2. There is a moment (abstract) in everyone’s life (abstract) when the world 

(common noun) suddenly becomes brighter and more interesting.  

 

EXERCISE 2: Complete the sentences below by supplying suitable nouns from 

the list given. Only use each noun once.  

Lances argument secrecy  pattern mist  widow 

Idea  attention  instant  audience  sound  drudgery  

a. The horse fell but was up in an instant 

b. Our attention was attracted by a ripple on the sea.  

c. Queen Victoria wore black for ten years on becoming a widow.  

d. They flash like hurled lances through the water. 

e. The poor woman led a life of drudgery and misery.  

f. We stressed upon him the need for secrecy.  

g. Could you follow his argument?  

h. At the back of the hall the audience found it difficult to hear.  

i. It is a pattern often used by dressmakers.  

j. It was indeed a peculiar sound. 

 

EXERCISE 3: Test your vocabulary – fill the spaces with nouns beginning with 

the letters provided.  

a. He was standing on the edge the cliff.  

b. The world is on the brink of war.  

c. This house is at your disposal while you are in Cape Town.  

d. At first glance the house does not look impressive.  

e. They were unable to keep their attackers at bay for long.  

f. The escaped convict was still at large 

g. I was confused and at a complete loss for words.  

h. A visiting team is always at a disadvantage  

VERBS 

A word that expresses action or expresses a state of being 

EXERCISE 4: Identify the finite verbs in the following sentences 

a. Although I love apples, they are bad for me because they hurt my teeth.  

b. Mark knew that if she was a good student, she would earn a chocolate.  

 

EXERCISE 5: Correct all the split infinitives below. 



a. He wanted to boldly go where no man had been before. 

He wanted to go boldly where no man had been before. 

b. He wanted to rudely reply but did not.  

He wanted to reply rudely but did not.  

c. I want to never do that again. 

I never want to do that again. 

EXERCISE 6: Underline all the finite verbs and circle the non-finite verbs 

The animal I really dig,  
above all others is the pig.  
Pigs are noble. Pigs are clever, pigs are courteous.  
However, now and then, to break this rule,  
one meets a pig who is a fool.  
What for example, would you say  
if strolling through the woods one day,  
right there in front of you  
you saw a pig who had built his house of straw?  
The Wolf who saw it licked his lips, and said,  
‘That pig has had his chips’  
‘Little pig, little pig let me come in!’ 
 
AUXILIARY VERBS:  

EXERCISE 7: Supply suitable auxiliary verbs 

a. Do you think that he will go?  

b. I would go if I were you.  

c. I will be twenty on Sunday.  

d. She told me that he was going home.  

e. He had finished when I arrived.  

f. If he had had the time, he would have done it.  

g. At one time I could study for eight hours. 

EXERCISE 8: Write down all the underlined verbs and say what type of verb 

each one is.  

a) Running awkwardly, the fat man b) fell on his face. He c) had d) fallen before, 

but running e) was good for him. He f) needed g) to run often in order h) to 

lose weight.  

a. Running = infinitive  

b. Fell = finite  

c. Had = auxiliary  

d. Fallen = finite 

e. Was = auxiliary  

f. Needed = finite  



g. To run = infinitive  

h. To lose = infinitive  

 

PRONOUNS 

- A word used in place of one or more nouns/ Replace nouns  

- It may stand for a person, place, thing, or idea  

EXERCISE 9: Identify the pronouns in the sentences below. 

a. Anyone who calls on me, may ask anything of me.  

b. This road is not yours! Everyone can ride here.  

c. Someone throw the ball to her!  

d. Who can give me a lift home?  

 

ADJECTIVES  

Qualifies or describes a noun or pronoun 

EXERCISE 10: Give the correct form of the adjectives in brackets  

a. That is a [good] way than this. Better  

b. We have had [little] trouble this time than last time. Less  

c. Who is the [old] of the two brothers? Oldest  

 

ADVERBS 

Modifies or describes a verb, an adjective or another adverb 

EXERCISE 11: Identify the adverbs in the following sentences and say which 

type they are.  

a. The men smoked lazily in the sun. (manner)   

b. Their parents remained indoors all day. (time) 

c. He warmly wished him a complete recovery. (manner) 

d. His presence in the team is sorely missed. (manner)   

e. He spoke to her afterwards. (time)  

f. He spoke so quickly that I did not hear him. (manner)  

g. He will be promoted soon. (time) 

h. He shivered hard in the cold water. (manner)  

i. He swam there after school. (time)  

j. He ran away. (Place)  

k. The telephone rang suddenly. (manner)  

l. The ambulance arrived too late. (manner) 

m. He has been rather lazy this year. (frequency)  

n. Recently he was appointed to a top position in the company. (time) 



o. Joe continuously encourages his team. (frequency)  

 

PREPOSITIONS 

EXERCISE 12: Fill in the missing prepositions 
 

a. absolve … blame. (from) 
b. accessible … everyone (to)  
c. bathed … light. (in)  
d. boast … his deeds.  
e. capable … better things. (of) 
f. dabble … politics. (in)  
g. eager … a fight. (for) 
h. familiar … someone. (with) 
i. heedless … danger. (of) 
j. opportunity … doing it. (of) 
k. popular … his men. (among) 
l. prejudiced … him. (against)  
m. agree … a proposal. (to) 
n. troubled … mind. (in) 
o. confide … no-one. (in) 

 
 


